
INTO THE
JUNGLE

 

Live your authentic jungle experience  - 3n/4d

Day 1 - Arrival at Amazanga Ecolodge 

We depart by car from the city of Tena and will drive towards Llanganates National Park. While
driving we will cross several kichwa communities until arriving at the last one just shortly before the
Park - the community of San Pablo.
 
From there we will continue the newly built road (until 2017 Amazanga was only reachable by a 30
minutes walk through the jungle) until we are just a river-crossing away from the Ecolodge. There you
will find yourself in a spectacular natural scenario within secondary and primary forests
accompanied by the songs of exotic birds and the stream of Iluculín River.
We cross the river on a “flying platform” and welcome you with a fruit cocktail in the social area of
our lodge. Then follows check in. We will show you your beautifully designed cabin at the border of
the jungle. Enjoy your settling in! When you hear the blowing of a giant seashell, lunch is served for
you!

Ethnobotanic Garden Tour

Later in the afternoon we will gather for a walk through our ethnobotanic gardens. You will hear
stunning lectures of traditional knowledge and secrets about medicinal plants and trees of the
Amazon. Get a glimpse into the cosmovision of the native people and their natural medicine.
There will be time to lean back and enjoy your hammock or a swim in the river, before we gather for
a delicious communal dinner. Enjoy traditional food and spectacular natural sounds of a night in the
Amazon rain forest.



Day two - Jungle viewpoint

After waking up to the sounds of  singing tucans we gather for a yummy  tropical breakfast. This
morning we will hike for about 2 hours up the hill within the jungle of Llanganates National Park 
until we reach a spectacular viewpoint. From there we can take a look at the jungle from above and
simply enjoy this pure connection with the natural world and Pachamama (the word native people
use for the spirit of the earth). During the hike we will be encountering animals and medicinal plants
and trees in the area. Our guide will share about the flora and fauna of the jungle and show us
traditional ways of interacting with the forest.
After this morning we return with a backpack full of impressions of this beautiful jungle back to our
Ecolodge. A nourishing lunch is served for us !

Cultural deepdive 
In the afternoon we will gather in the Sun Temple for myths and tales of the natives and shamanic
culture. You will hear about ancient ways of initiation and learning - the shamanic plant dieta,
ceremonial culture and holistic medicine. Meanwhile we enjoy the traditional drink, chicha de yuca, to
get the full taste of Amazonian local culture.



Day three - Waterfall Tour 
After a good breakfast with fresh Amazonian fruits, homemade bread or arepas (little buns made of
corn) and juices we are preparing to enter the jungle and dedicate our morning to the waters
surrounding our Lodge.  On this trip we will visit magical places of water, walking among rivers,
streams, springs and waterfalls. Arriving on the last of three waterfalls, we will take our time to relax,
swim and simply enjoy the beauty of the jungle around us.

Preparation of chica de yuca 
In the afternoon two kichwa women will bring you to their chacra, the traditionally cultivated field
where they grow the yuca root. After learning about this main ingredient of traditional Amazonian
kitchen, the women will share with you their secrets of a good and healthy fermented chicha drink.
Wait until the next breakfast to taste it– its so delicious!

Day 4 - Guayusa Ceremony & Farewell

On our last day, we invite you to another traditional experience: the guayusa ceremony. The native
people here  usually wake up around 3 o’clock in the morning to drink guayusa (a tea prepared from
the leaves of the guayusa tree) and share their dreams. In native culture, dreams have a very
important role. It is said that if you drink it, you will always feel united with the jungle and one day
you will return. For those who wish to get up early, on this day we are meeting at 6 am in the Sun
Temple by the fire, sharing the hot drink and our dreams. After each shared dream the person will
receive a traditional dream interpretation.
After breakfast there will be a time to enjoy the tranquility of Amazanga Ecolodge, a last swim and
heartfelt goodbyes.



 
 
 
During leisure time, our guests can use all the facilities, take a swim in the pool, the rivers or natural
lagoons. It is also possible to arrange for a treatment of holistic medicine (combining biomagnetism,
transgenerational psychology, homeopathy, herbalism and others) or to get a treatment at our Native
Spa. If you wish to receive a treatment, please check with the reception on the first day of your
arrival. Our kitchen is prepared to offer delicious vegetarian, vegan or gluten-free options and will
take special care of personal diets.
 
 

www.centro-amazanga.com/ecolodge


